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→ The Power of Commitment

Noise management



As urbanisation becomes more prevalent across
the globe, communities demand heightened noise
management. Our team of astute air and noise
professionals work collaboratively to deliver you
with optimum advice in noise quality management.
We providea practical, scientific based solutions. We
consider sustainable practice, the community, and
legislation to help you reach your project targets

Embracing the challenge
You’ve told us of the unrelenting need for project approvals, 
works approvals and ongoing environmental compliance for 
regulatory bodies. We understand that noise management 
must consider environment, health and safety and building 
acoustics.

Once you have project traction, we’ll be able to guide you 
through the lifecycle process with reporting, management 
plans, ongoing compliance checks and plan amendments.

Solutions
 – Design - noise and vibration control design to minimise 

the impact of your development on occupants and the 
environment

 – Management and abatement - management plans for 
implementation, audit and adjustment to comply with 
proposed conditions and regulatory changes

 – Noise monitoring - assessment of existing conditions to 
understand the current state of play and inform future 
planning

 – Noise modelling - understanding the noise impacts of your 
development on users, surrounding communities and the 
environment

 – Expert witness - litigation, disputes and representation
 – Compliance - assess the effects of noise quality against 

regulatory standards and risk assessment
 – Licence amendment - assess and develop solutions in 

noise management for your existing assets to comply with 
changes in licensing and regulation

 – Stakeholder engagement - we’ll step all stakeholders 
through the process through briefings, scenario planning 
and knowledge transfer to obtain consensus
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“The right advice in noise quality can help the environment,
community and improve your project success.”

Craig McVie, Service Line Leader - Air & Noise

Benefits
Engage GHD and you’ll be afforded the much-valued 
benefit of jurisdiction compliance. We’ll help you to manage 
quality, meet project obligations, achieve and maintain your 
environmental licenses.

In complying with code, you’ll steer clear from hefty industry 
fines, and your end users will enjoy a heightened ambience. 
We have the experience to drive your project towards 
solutions outside what you may think are possible.

Our commitment to you
We consult, not subcontract. Expect us to embark on the 
project journey with you - we acknowledge your decision 
making environment is unique and we seek to integrate with 
your team.

Reliability in delivery is key, and we combine this with 
commercial nous to harness project success.

To learn more about noise management, contact:

Craig McVie
T 61 3 8687 8582
E Craig.McVie@ghd.com

Peter Tkalec
T 1 403 538 7468
E peter.tkalec@ghd.com


